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20.3.22—Meet and Greetings in Lienz 

Second mobility of the Erasmus + project  Our password: 21th Century Skills

Italy team!

Waiting for 

…



Lavant. Walk to Church hill

Lavant is a municipality in the district of Lienz 
in the upper Drautal valley in East Tyrol, Austria. 
It is located in Lienz Dolomites on the border with 
Carinthia.The town is immersed in a suggestive 
landscape, ideal for relaxing.Lavant also attracts 
golf enthusiasts, thanks to the "Golf & Resort 
Dolomitengolf", a 27-hole golf course in an idyllic 
location, flanked by the Lienz Dolomites.

St. Ulrich Pilgrimage 
Church, Lavant

The St. Ulrich Pilgrimage Church at 
Lavant dates from the seventeenth 
century, and includes a tower, west 
gate, and choir preserved from the 
Gothic period. The church was 
renovated in 1770, and frescoes, 
rocaille paintings, and interiors were 
added at a later period.The church hill 
"Lavanter Kirchbichl", considered a 
sacred place, is also represented in 
the coat of arms of the village.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lienz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drava
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Tyrol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austria


21.3.22—Meeting at Lavant School

Welcome with the children



Workshop 

in School



22.3.22—Daytrip to the Unesco Worldheritage-Village of Halstatt

Hallstatt is a village on the western 
shore of the homonymous lake in the 
mountainous Salzkammergut region 
of Austria. The sixteenth-century 
Alpine-style buildings divided by 
alleys house cafes and shops. 

A funicular takes you to 
Salzwelten, an old salt mine with 
an underground salt lake, and to 
an observation deck overlooking 
the stretch of water. To the west, 
a path leads to the Echern Valley 
with its glacial wells and the 
Waldbachstrub waterfall.



23.3.22—Daytrip to Kals and the Nationalpark Hohe Tauern 

(the largest NP in the Alps) with Austrias highest mountain: Großglockner

The Nationalpark Hohe Tauern, the largest 
national park in Central Europe, encompasses 
much of the central ridge of the Austrian Eastern 
Alps in the Hohe Tauern area. In the heart of the 
park, along with the Grossglockner (3,798 m a.s.l.) 
and the Grossvenediger (3,666 m a.s.l.), are some 
of the highest peaks in Austria. Surrounding these 
are mainly alpine huts and meadows, which 
represent important habitats for animals and 
plants.



24.3.22—Visit of the Destillerie Kuenz in Dölsach

The Kuenz family distillery is located in East Tyrol, 
6 km from the Austrian town of Lienz. Here, in the 
heart of the Alps, the tradition of fruit distillation 
dates back centuries.
The Kuenz are no exception: for over 400 years 
they have owned the family hereditary farm, where 
they directly cultivate fruit and cereals for the 
production of spirits and use biomass stills fueled 
with wood from their own woods.

v

A few years ago the Kuenz brothers started 
producing whiskey and gin.
The aging takes place in new Austrian Styrian 
oak barrels, while the finishing is entrusted to ex 
porto, sherry, marsala and sweet Burgenland 
wine barrels. The cellar is always located within 
the property, obtained from an old stable with 
thick walls, which guarantee a constant 
microclimate and sheltered from the summer 
heat and harsh winters.
Local raw materials are also used for the gin. The 
alpine botanicals are in fact hand-picked and 
allow the creation of two very characteristic and 
balanced recipes, strongly linked to the 
surrounding mountain territory.



Visit of a traditional farm in Lavant E-learning workshop in the Secondary School of Debant  



Issue of participation certificates
Erasmus+ project 



25.3.22 Our meeting Our greetings

See you soon




